Edtech
Online learning boomed
during the pandemic. Is there
any turning back now?
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Market 101

Key stats

The edtech mission is clear: future-proof a looming €5bn skills shortage and
revamp one of our most vital public services. The opportunity — suddenly
buoyant — has been slow coming. In the early days, edtechs mostly concerned
themselves with the less-than-transformative work of selling to customers
with long sales cycles. They were hampered initially by wildly different national
requirements and limited interest in digitalisation. Investors weren’t exactly
tempted, either. Then Covid-19 hit and changed the equation entirely.
Schools and universities embraced edtech out of necessity — but as choice
in the market grows, they’ve maintained their interest, even becoming picky.
At the same time, the rise of hybrid learning has created opportunities for
startups far beyond the confines of the classroom. Maybe, just maybe,
this will allow edtech to return to its lofty ambition of not just incrementally
improving but wholly reimagining learning.
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Trends
to watch

125 startups
tracked by
Sifted

1. The missing ingredient

Subindustries

→

The demand for online education is evergreen, but student motivation is
a sticking point for lasting engagement.

→

As a remedy, startups are now adding in-built social layers to online learning,
from fostering communities on their platforms to facilitating live learning.

2. Cutting out the universities
→

Edtech startups increasingly aim to acquire students directly rather than
via educational institutions or the B2B market.

→

This may make for a speedier process than selling to schools or
universities, and arguably leaves more room for experimentation with
alternative learning formats.

3. Rethinking further education
→

→

The three-year university degree may no longer be able to
accommodate reskilling and lifelong learning needs in the face of
technological change.
Add to that the rising costs of tuition, and mix in the pragmatism of
digitally native Gen Z, and it’s easy to see why alternative online solutions
and income-sharing agreements are gaining momentum.

4. The future of hybrid learning
→

With students back in classrooms, teachers will likely cast aside the niceto-haves and stick with tried and tested tools that make a real difference
to their work.

→

Things look rosier for supplemental education, which can easily integrate
so-called edutainment — tools designed to make learning playful — and
score points for convenience by taking place remotely.

Sifted take
After the pandemic windfall comes the real test. The first generation of
edtech was primarily about bringing offline processes online, from tutoring
lessons to lectures. The key to edtech’s lasting impact is to look beyond
simply digitising existing resources and instead bring to life new fundamental
ideas about what learning should look like, and how to tailor it to specific
needs and groups.

40/125 Digital content platform
17/125 Study tools/exam preparation
16/125 Upskilling/job-related solutions
16/125 Language learning
13/125 Gamified learning
13/125 Live video platform & tutoring
10/125 Next gen. school/university
2017 Avg. launch year
1.7 years Avg. launch to seed
2.3 years Avg. seed to Series A
€1.7m Avg. seed funding
€6.7m Avg. seed valuation
€9m Avg. Series A funding
€34.5m Avg. Series A valuation

Investors by type
43% VC fund
36% Angel
9% Accelerator
5% Public funding
3% Private equity
3% Crowdfunding
2% CVC

Most active investors
by deal count
8 Brighteye Ventures VC
6 xEdu ACCELERATOR
5 Emerge Education VC
5 Sparkmind.vc VC
4 CrowdCube CROWD
4 SEK Lab EdTech ACCELERATOR
4 Bpifrance PUBLIC
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Early stage
startups to watch
Europe's leading pre-Series A startups (all published data verified)
We identify companies as ‘rising stars’ using a number of criteria including founder backgrounds,
investor track record, funding and valuation, and growth signals
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Europe’s success stories
Who early stage startups are up against

Multiverse

GoStudent

SERIES C

→

Connects apprentices with one
of its 300 clients, primarily in
the tech sector

Kahoot!

SERIES D

→

One-to-one online tutoring
platform that expanded to 16
countries in 2021

IPO

→

Both a direct-to-student and
B2B platform with a focus on
gamification that allows users
to build their own educational
games and reuse those
available on the site
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The Edtech opportunity | Dealroom | January 2021
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Why Europe is so far from its first edtech unicorn | Sifted | February 2020
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Closing the future-skills gap | McKinsey | January 2019
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